Abstract-Mobile devices come embedded with various sensors of which camera is most widely used, however operated by the device owner for the individual needs. We feel that there is a potential for these camera sensors to be used in an on demand participatory fashion for a variety of community based sensing applications. In this paper, we propose forming local participatory camera networks for on-demand object tracking. We explain the various challenges such as mobile device discovery and configuration, willingness to participate, and direct communication cooperation between mobile devices. Finally, we define metrics for performance evaluation of these camera participatory networks for object tracking and discuss an application scenario for the same.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tracking and surveillance technology in general has been based on deploying camera networks across physical spaces of interest. These networks may include cameras with advanced capabilities like pan, tilt, zoom etc. but more or less they are static with limited coverage which makes it difficult to cover large areas of urban spaces. Coverage is improved by increasing density of cameras in the network, however this leads to effective increase in deployment cost. For example, London has a network of 10,000 CCTV cameras that costed 100 million pounds. On other hand, primarily we are still dependent on people to report for crimes, violations etc. in their surroundings. The number of people equipped with camera enabled mobile devices having fairly good capabilities are continuously growing. This opens up an exciting opportunity to get people involved in the loop through participatory sensing for tracking and surveillance applications. Participatory sensing involves contributing and sharing of interesting data by people using their mobile devices [1] . The advantages of getting people to participate in object tracking are the mobility they lend to camera devices carried by them, relatively ubiquitous coverage offered by their presence and no deployment cost involved in using their already existing camera devices.
II. ON-DEMAND PARTICIPATORY SENSING FOR OBJECT
TRACKING -TASKS & CHALLENGES A typical participatory camera sensing for object tracking would involve following tasks:
• Participatory Camera Discovery & Activation-Finding camera devices in proximity of target object that are willing to participate, and inform them about the object.
• Object Detection & Recognition -Pointing the camera to the object, detecting the object, and recognizing if the object is of interest. These tasks should be done manually by the participating person.
• Object Tracking -Keeping the target object within the field of view of camera, extracting the object features essential for localizing the object, and cooperating with other nearby devices to localize the target object.
• Tracking handover -To perform camera discovery based on object trajectory and tracker handover respectively when the object moves outside the coverage of participatory camera network. The research challenges associated with these tracking tasks are as follows:
A. Camera Device discovery and network configuration
Energy efficient local discovery of mobile devices in proximity is a challenging task as it requires radio interfaces of the mobile devices to be turned on. The on-demand nature of the application makes it difficult to know when to turn on radio of a mobile device. In many situations mobile devices are often connected to services on the global infrastructure, the question is how can this be leveraged to obtain an initial assessment of the devices for enabling and expediting local discovery. The goal of our work is to use location, and other contextual data available through global infrastructure services to establish local connectivity between devices and configure device and network parameters for enabling participatory camera networks. Using participatory camera networks with local connectivity has several advantages over using global infrastructure connectivity and services. A local connectivity is available free of cost and consumes less amount of radio resources comparatively. Further, it enables inter-device cooperation. Cooperation is essential in tracking like applications because it allows obtaining services like locationing at higher granularity in urban environments without sacrificing any privacy. Localized clusters of camera devices can scale well with the tracking application requirements.
B. Participatory Camera Sensing
Ensuring participation of people along with their camera devices for object tracking is the biggest challenge. People are often self-motivated to share interesting information, however larger question is willingness to participate in an ondemand manner. Participatory camera sensing would also need attributes like timeliness, alertness etc. on part of people. Another aspect of participatory camera sensing is necessity of active two way interaction, since a camera sensor cannot be used opportunistically. For example, a person may have to remove camera enabled phone from the pocket and point it in direction of object of interest on demand. A symbiotic relationship model can be effectively used for on-demand applications. For example, people can be sufficiently compensated by being alerted about the crimes, dangers in their vicinity, rewarded discounts in charges from operator etc. in exchange of active participation. Due to lack of space, we do not discuss here other aspects of general participatory sensing such as fairness, privacy, integrity that are also applicable to participatory camera sensing.
C. Object tracking and localization
Object tracking and localization requires knowledge of the location and the orientation of the camera devices. While GPS can be used to obtain location of camera device outdoors, the estimation accuracy of GPS in urban areas is known to be poor. This introduces challenge of using other alternate localization technologies like wireless access point, cell tower based localization or nearby camera devices in order to get precise location estimation. A local connectivity approach would enable using these alternate services to improve location accuracy [2] . In addition to location, the orientation of the camera device obtained from compass, and accelerometer sensor is subject to continuous change in the hands of the person tracking the target object. Also, while steering the camera in the direction of moving object, the object may temporarily go outside the field of view of the camera or may get occluded. In order to reduce influence of these errors, the knowledge of number of participatory camera devices necessary to obtain sufficient tracking accuracy is must.
III. PARTICIPATORY CAMERA SENSING METRICS
We define the following three metrics for evaluating performance of participatory camera networks.
• Latency -defined as the time required in discovering and establishing connectivity to a participatory camera, notifying it about the target object and pointing the camera in direction of target object. Latency metric would help in making decisions on when to enable the participatory camera nodes.
• Coverage -defined as the area that a single participatory camera device can cover in a given amount of time.
• Tracking Accuracy -accuracy of tracking obtained from using participatory camera network. IV. TEST SCENARIO & EXPERIMENTAL SETUP We envision a scenario for tracking a stolen car or a hit and run case. A speeding car is being tracked by a static camera network in an urban environment. When the car moves outside the coverage area of the camera network it can no longer be tracked. The camera network begins mobile camera device discovery through global infrastructure to find people who are willing to participate in tracking this car. Post discovery, the mobile devices associate to the access point and are notified about the car to be tracked. People begin tracking by pointing their camera devices to the car and cooperatively estimate its trajectory until the car is in coverage of the participatory camera network. Further, they may perform discovery and handover to a new participatory camera cluster or another static camera network based on the direction of trajectory. The experimental setup for the test scenario is shown in Fig.  1 . We use a static web camera connected to a remote server through 802.11 access point. The mobile devices are connected to the server through the cellular infrastructure based data connection. The server has knowledge of approximate location of the devices obtained from cell tower localization. Upon request for tracking, the server discovers mobile devices in proximity of the access point and facilitates secure local connectivity between devices by authenticating and associating with the access point.
V. CONCLUSION In this work, we presented the case for using the camera enabled mobile devices for on demand participatory based object tracking, and discussed general and networking challenges involved in it. At present stage, we are in process of designing methodologies for using the infrastructure data for discovering devices in proximity. Currently, we are also implementing the experimental setup representing the application test scenario.
